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Germans
Chased By
Iceland; Fair
Play Award
By Default?
The Germans screamed out of the
gates in round one, and a goalscoring
onslaught by strikers, Isabella and
Alyssa, has targeted the Germans as
many experts favorites to hoist the
trophy. The only issue Germany may
have to overcome -- inexperienced
coaching. Iceland drew level on
Tuesday and Holland and Brazil are
close behind. Congo is apparently
waiting to stage a late run as they sit
at the basement of the standings with
only 2 points. Antigua, Siingapore,
and USA made a small “push” on
Tuesday. The drama will continue to
unfold in Round 3 on Wednesday!

FAIR PLAY AWARD? USA?
The only team not yet accused of
cheating may be the frontrunner for
FIFA’s fair play award. Even Coach
Alex and Coach Hana are being
investigated by FIFA. Troubling?

LEADING GOALSCORERE Isabella (L) and
Alyssa (R) have been the Germans leading
goalscorers in the first two rounds and in fact
lead all scoreres. Golden Boot favorites?

Singapore or Turkey?
When you dawn the national flag of
a country that is not your own you
are guaranteed to find yourself in
the news! The Singapore National
team rolled out in new kits on
Tuesday during the 2nd round of
the World Cup. Only issue, the
team uniforms appeared from
Turkey. “It’s not a big deal” said

COACH JOHN SUPER SUB: Iceland was
propelled to a tie with leaders Germany after
Coach John subbed for Coach Tom on Tues.
Was it coaching (or 5 points missed on Mon)?

one Singaporan player. “I think
there are different numbers of
stars or something”, reported
another. Singapore coach gave
players the assignment of bringing
one fact about the nation to
training. Maybe some investemnt
in “who” you play for will pay
dividends on the pitch?

TAMPERING? It has been drawn into question
at this year’s World Cup as many coaches have
been suspected of illegal recruiting. Coach
Paulo of Germany “caught in the act”?

